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Having these thoughts in the bock of our minds, how
do you conceive this yeor's edition of the Sommer-
akadmie? How do you wont to work with this formqt?

My fìrst intuitive response to the invitation was that I didn't
want to come up wíth a totalizing theme, but rather to devel-
op an approach. lwant to engage with the fellows directly
through what the various (very diverse) guests would bring
bring to the table. Rather than foreground one big statement
that we all have to respond to, let's focus on what working with
difierent approaches can potentially allow, For example in
my most recent teaching experience at the Städelschule the
approach was to completely focus on what the students were
doing. With that focus as a starting point you can díscover
other, sometimes surprising directions. I like to take the
diversity of how people work and their positions and under-
standings and to use that as part of the situation you're in.

Your description of the Sommerqkqdemie is rqther
open ond doesn't give cleqr hints of whqt's to
come - it rqther rqises questions.

The title'Teaser'doesn't ofier a statement, it ofiers a possible
relationship, a relationship between myself, the academy,
the fellows and the wider public, between the different stuff we
are working with. There will be at least three public manifes-
tations of the academy which I find of equal signifìcance to
what happens behind closed doors. My main focus is how
to make this as rich, profound, challenging, engaging for the
fellows as possible, this is my central motivation.
I am interesting in fìnding a framework where we can question
presumptions. That's why questions play a central role in
my teaser: What is an artist, what is an context, what is value,
what kind of relationship do we want to what surrounds us?
Also, the invited lecturers - so farTirdad Zolghadr, Bassam
El Baroni, Uriel Barthelemeiare confìrmed - all have highly
individual approaches to what they do, their work in various
ways question the generic and the assumed. But that, I would
argue, is not enough, it is also the ability to fìnd formal
translations to these questions that makes such fìgures im-
portant for me, and hopefully productive in the context of
the Academy.

So you conceive the Sommerqkodemie as a ploce
where you wqnt to circumvent or reformulqte estab-
lished wqys of speoking obout qrt qnd olso questiort
existing formqts or procedures?

Yes, we really want to shift gears. That is why it is valuable for
the academy that each invited guest functions in such a
difierent way. To establish difierent ways of communication
and procedures is the potential of the Sommerakqdemie
but in the end we have to remember that it's a only a ten day
event, you can have an interesting experience in those days
and open up certain horizons but you can't do much more than
that. I also don't want to claim more than what lthink a
format like that can ofier.
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This year's guest curator of the sommerokqdemie im zentrum

Pout-Ktee a-rtitt, musician and writer Hassan Khan comes

from cairo, but rather than stressing any cultural specificity

hequestionssuchpreconceptions.Atalkabouthis
intentions during the academY.

Gobriet Ftückiger: The Sommerokademie is very

international,hot onty the fettows but qlso the invited

guest curotors come from all over the world' Does

your domicite Cqiro matter in the wqy you progromme

the Sommerokademie?
Hassan Khan: where I come from has no direct bearing to what

I am doing in the sommerokqdemie.lfind it strange that
umPtion and link Your issue to
m more interested in discuss-
n backgrounds and identities'

t the globol ori sYstem has olso

become more ond more homogeneous ond o link

to certoin locol specificities in terms of q strqtegic es-

sentiqlism is o possible meqn ogoinst this?

Although the art system is largely homogeneous' difference

is introãuced through the language of each individual artist'

Artists develop their own obsessions, formal propositions,

inquiries and ianguages even if they are also of course con-

nected to a shareã sense of what art is. Even in totalizing

systems people are always introducing variations.and resist-

"n." 
through practice. on the other hand, this art system

itself cannot survive without assimilating these changes and

difierences, this is part of how a dominant system works'

Soif,sotso'problemqtictothinkofonoutsideorof
beingogoinstsomethingossuchthoughtsqreinte-
gro{ealnb the system ond keep it going?

yes, it ¡J¡ntellectually dishonest, except in very rare and ex-

ceptional cases. lronically, claims of 'outsider'status are, ¡n

many instances, used to lubricate the gears of t.he System.

This áoesn't mean that we have to think of ourselves as

slaves to the system we just have to acknowledge where we

stand and decide how we want to deal with it. That is for

me already a form of political consciousness. lf we want to

take another direction and step out of this system than we

have to really step out, and produce alternatives but I am

not sure if artists are the best people to do this, we're not

systems or structures.
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